SPRING 2019

Quarterly Newsletter

SWAN UK UPDATE
Hello and welcome to our SWAN UK (syndromes
without a name) Spring 2019 quarterly newsletter!
Celebrate Undiagnosed Children’s Day
Undiagnosed Children’s Day is on Friday 26 April and
there are more ways than ever to get involved this year
whether that’s online, by fundraising or taking part in a
challenge event. See pages 9–11 to find out everything
you need to know.
Online registration
We are looking forward to launching our online
registration soon so it will be easier than ever to sign up
to join the SWAN UK community and for you to signpost
anyone you may know that is looking for support.
Rare Disease Day
–– In February we joined in with the Rare Disease Day
celebrations. SWAN UK members joined Rare Disease
UK’s Parliamentary receptions in Westminster,
Holyrood and the Senedd.
–– SWAN UK member Jack who has a partial diagnosis
of RYR1 myopathy featured in a video with his family
for Rare Disease Day. Watch his video here: youtu.be/
YAfY2GliA5k
–– SWAN UK Parent Rep for Cardiff features on the cover
of the 'Illuminating the rare reality' report. This report
brings to light the difficulties that people living with a
rare disease face in accessing the care and treatment
they need. Read the report here: raredisease.org.uk/
our-work/illuminating-the-rare-reality-2019.

SWAN UK stay and play and family events:
–– Rebound Therapy at Hadrian School,
Newcastle upon Tyne, 14 April, 16 June.
–– Stay and play at Alan Shearer Centre,
25 May, 22 June, 20 July.
–– Stay and play at Warrington Sensory,
28 April, 25 May, 21 July.
–– Stay and play at Kiddy Winx, Rotherham, 14 April.
–– Stay and play at Hop, skip & Jump, Bristol, 9 June.
To find out more about our events email:
info@undiagnosed.org.uk or visit your regional
Facebook group.
North Wales information event
On Thursday 9 May we are running an information event
for parents with children and young adults affected by
undiagnosed genetic conditions.
Talks will cover:
–– Why are some conditions so hard to diagnose?
–– Why does genetic testing take so long?
–– An update about DDD (Deciphering Developmental
Disorders) and the 100,000 Genomes Project.
–– Plans for a new Welsh Genomic Medicine Service.
It's also a great chance to meet other local families
affected by undiagnosed genetic conditions and meet
the North Wales SWAN UK Parent Rep, Bethan Edwards.
Location: Northhop Hall Country House Hotel.
Time: 10:00–14:00 with lunch provided.
To attend please email: info@undiagnosed.org.uk and
let us know the full names of those attending and if
you have any dietary requirements.
Bye for now
I’ve really enjoyed working for SWAN UK and putting
together these newsletters for the past four years
and I will be handing over the reigns to Izzy, our new
Communications and Support Officer (see page eight)
and the rest of the SWAN UK team while I’m off on
maternity leave. I will miss you all hugely but look
forward to staying up-to-date with what’s going on in the
SWAN UK community and seeing old faces and new ones
when I’m back. Miriam x

Miriam and SWAN UK members at Westminster Rare Disease Day
reception
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If you’d like to contribute to our next quarterly
newsletter email: info@undiagnosed.org.uk.

CHRISTMAS DAY OUT TO
SUNDOWN ADVENTURELAND
Hi, I’m Vicky and I was introduced to SWAN UK a
few years ago now by a friend who I met in a mums’
forum after the initial diagnosis we were given for our
child was found to have been incorrect and we had
we became undiagnosed.
James, our swan, is now seven. We know he has Ehlers
Danlos Syndrome, autism, asthma, reflux, chronic
idiopathic urticaria and vitiligo, but have been told we
may never find the root cause, or overall name for all of
these issues.
When I first joined SWAN UK I was very much a lurker. I
would read other people’s posts, but not reply, as I was
nervous about other people’s reactions. As time went by
though, I began to realise that SWAN UK covers a broad
spectrum of families, conditions and illnesses, and that
through all this there is an overwhelming feeling of
support, friendship and understanding.

It’s not always easy to have these days out when you
have children with additional needs. There are so many
things to consider, such as equipment, medications,
access and financial restrictions, which can often make
these days out difficult. However, when we go with
SWAN UK, these things seem easier, as everyone is in
a similar situation as you, and when you are part of a
group, you feel stronger.
The event was brilliantly organised, the children were
all able to see Santa, we had an allocated time slot, and
they did run to time. Santa spent time talking to James
and Isaac and they really did feel special.

As I started to get involved a little, I started to realise that
we had found a place where we fit in within SWAN UK.
In December 2018, we were lucky enough to be able to
attend the SWAN UK visit to Sundown Adventure Land
for their Christmas event. The children were able to see
Santa and it was a truly magical experience for them.
For us, the day was an opportunity to meet new people,
put faces to names, and spend time with old friends.
For James, he was able to enjoy the day, without feeling
self-conscious, and spend time with people that are
accepting and non-judgemental.
Meeting other families affected by undiagnosed genetic
conditions is really important to us. We have the
opportunity to talk to each other, support each other,
laugh, cry and moan, within the safety of the SWAN UK
community. It also makes it easier to talk to people if
you can put a face to a name.
This is the third SWAN UK event we have attended,
it is lovely to see the children growing in confidence,
forming friendships, and the parents and carers sharing
experiences and being there for support.

I feel these events are really important in helping
our children realise that they are not alone, and
that there are many others that experiences daily
challenges just like them.
It is easy at times to hide behind a keyboard or phone
screen, but these events provide an opportunity for
families to meet up, play together and have fun days out,
with the support or our community.

Meeting Santa

We ate lunch with a group of SWAN UK families, and the
children played while parents chatted. We went on rides,
played in sand and spent time having fun as a family.

Afterwards, I came away from the event feeling
happier. It was great to have felt a part of
something, as often we are made to feel different.
Looking forward this year, I would like to get more
involved with SWAN UK on a regional level, but would
also like to get involved with some fundraising to help
support events like this in the future.
Thank you, SWAN, UK, for helping us find a place where
we belong!
Stay up-to-date with our family events by reading our
monthly E-News and following us on social media.
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INTRODUCING ALEXANDRA
I’m Chris, and my wife Cassandra and I are
proud parents to Alexandra, our swan, who
is turning four in March this year. We’ve been
members of SWAN UK since September 2018 –
we joined after going to an information evening
for parents of children with undiagnosed
conditions in Great Ormond Street Hospital. We
live in Knockholt, Kent.

are hesitant to give her this label yet as her social
development is in line with her physical and mental
development. The whole process of realising her issues
has been very drawn out. In some ways this has softened
the blow a bit and given us time to process each part, but
in others it can feel like it never ends.

Alexandra is a very smiley and giggly girl, and loves
being cuddled, tickled, and thrown in the air. She loves
other children too, particularly chasing after older kids!
However, she does get frightened easily, particularly if she
is startled or slips over suddenly.

To date, her biggest accomplishment has been
being able to stand upright at tables and surf
around the furniture when playing with toys. She
is also able to crawl up stairs by herself now, and
has been making great progress using her walker.
Alexandra’s biggest issues are her physical and cognitive
developmental delay. Although she is three, she is the
size of most one year olds, and still unable to walk by
herself. She can understand some words, but cannot
communicate verbally. She understands more than she
can show, which sometimes leads to her becoming very
frustrated at not being able to tell us what she wants. The
inability to communicate effectively with her is the most
difficult thing for both her and us as parents – sometimes
we feel we can’t give her what she needs.

Cassandra, Alexandra and Chris

Alexandra is part of the 100,000 Genomes Project, but
we might have to wait some time for her results. Our
main hope in taking part is that the project will identify a
genetic cause for her condition, and tell us the likelihood
of the condition recurring if we have another child. We
would really like to have a second child, but knowing this
first would allow us to explore all our options – we feel
that having a second child with Alexandra’s difficulties
wouldn’t be fair on either of them. But at the same time,
We realised within the first few weeks that Alexandra
we know she would love a sibling! Hopefully if there is a
was struggling as she wasn’t gaining weight well, and by
genetic cause, it is just a rare, one-off mutation. However,
the time she was six weeks old we realised her physical
if it is an unlucky combination of both of our genes, then
development was slower than normal. There wasn’t one
specific moment when we realised something was wrong, the odds of it happening again are one in four, and we
it was more of a gradual process over time. She slowly fell would want to look into screening for this.
further behind and dropped off the growth charts. She’s
We would love to be able to find other families with the
had a lot of medical investigations into her growth and
same genetic condition – the dream scenario is finding
other things as well – lots of scans and tests. Often the
out her condition is a ‘known thing’ so someone can
tests would pick something up that turned out to be a red tell us what we can expect for her future. However, we
herring. It’s been good in a way that we know she’s been
have come to accept this is an unlikely possibility. This
looked at so closely, but can be very difficult when every
is probably the hardest thing for me to face as a parent
answer raises a new question.
– not knowing what things will be like for us all as she

Ultimately, there’s not a lot the doctors can tell us
that we don’t already know.

Over time we started to notice some unusual behaviours
that suggested autistic traits, such as flapping, repeatedly
banging, spinning toys for long periods of time, and her
struggles with communication. However, her clinicians
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grows up. It also makes it very hard to plan for the
future: if we knew what she would be like at 10, 20 and
30 years old we would know what we should be putting
in place now to prepare.

Not being able to picture the future is one of the
toughest parts of this whole journey for me.

And as morbid as it sounds, we don’t know what we
should do now to prepare her for when we’re not here.
We don’t often talk about this with people, but one of my
biggest fears is what happens to her after we are gone –
she’ll almost certainly need some form of lifelong care,
but knowing what to put in place now to set that up is so
difficult when we don’t know what she’ll be like then.
For the three of us as a family, Alexandra’s condition has
obviously created a lot of stress and worry. Sleep is a big
issue for us – some nights she sleeps well but other nights
she won’t fall asleep until the early hours, or she’ll wake
during the night. She rarely cries, but will giggle, clap and
bang her cot. As awful as it sounds, this is often harder to
deal with than crying – at least if she’s upset we can go
in and comfort her. But if she’s happy, there’s nothing we
can do! We both struggle to get enough sleep as it is, so
this adds another layer of stress (I’m currently typing this
at 4am, listening to her clapping on the monitor)!

Alexandra and Chris

self-sufficient – part of me feels this is what it means to be
a father, to ‘be a man’. However, I’ve come to realise the
harm this can cause, both to Cass and Alexandra, but also
to myself. It prevents me from emotionally connecting
It’s also put a lot of strain on our marriage – fortunately we with them, and causes me to bottle things up instead.
are in a better place at the moment, but we’ve sought out
couples counselling in the last few years when things have But the therapy has been really helpful for me. I have a
better understanding of myself, and why I react in certain
been particularly difficult. There’s not one specific thing
that causes us to snap or argue, just the steady build up of ways sometimes. It doesn’t mean I don’t get angry or
upset, but I can manage it better and am less likely to take
lots of little things. I’m really grateful for the counselling
as I feel it’s given us both better communication tools and it out on others or slip back into denial. In hindsight, I
wish I’d started years ago!
ways to support each other and Alexandra.
Having said that, I still find it difficult to talk about how
I think as a swan dad there are some particular
Alexandra’s difficulties affect me emotionally with most
challenges I’ve faced. There’s a lot of pressure on
of my friends and family. Even if I know that sharing how I
men to ‘man up’ and ‘tough it out’, which has lead feel is healthy, inevitably other people don’t always agree
to me trying to keep things inside and not talk
or want to hear it. It makes some people uncomfortable
about how difficult I sometimes find things.
just to hear that things are difficult sometimes – and
mentioning therapy causes some of them to go quiet or
I have a tendency to pretend I’m fine and don’t want to
change the subject. I feel it’s still a bit taboo for men to
‘burden’ others by talking about my problems – even
Cass. The problem with this is that I end up bottling things talk about things like this, in a way that it isn’t for women.
And even when they do want to listen, ultimately I know
up and storing up my resentment and anger, which then
they just don’t get it – they haven’t been through this
comes out in unexpected ways. I also find that I deny to
myself that I’m struggling which means I’ve been resistant themselves so can’t fully understand what it’s like.
to asking for help from others.
This is where SWAN UK has been especially helpful for
me, in particular the SWAN UK Dads’ Facebook group.
All of these things have also caused me to downplay
Alexandra’s condition at times – to other people but also It’s been invaluable to find a community of dads going
through exactly the same stuff as me, who understand
to myself. I can remember when we were shown around
and support each other when we’re finding it tough, or
the special needs school where she attends nursery and
saw all the other older kids, some with severe disabilities. just need to vent. I’m really looking forward to the Dads’
Summit that SWAN UK have organised, and getting to
I was thinking to myself ‘well, obviously she’s not as bad
meet some of them in person.
as the other kids here, but at least she’s got all the help
she could need.’ In hindsight, I think I was subconsciously To me, SWAN UK means that I’m not alone. It
resistant to engaging with the school, as I didn’t want to
helps me personally feel less disconnected, but
admit we were like the other families there. It’s taken me
also gives both Cass and I hope for finding our way
quite some time to come to terms with the fact that she
through this journey.
is like these other children, and might need just as much
To read the rest of Chris' story visit:
help for her whole life.
undiagnosed.org.uk.
A few months ago I actually started to go to therapy for
If you would like to share your story and help raise
myself. Like most men, I was initially quite resistant to
awareness of undiagnosed genetic conditions email:
the idea – ‘I don’t need that, I’m not that bad’. A lot of
info@undiagnosed.org.uk.
my pride comes from the idea that I’m independent and
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INTRODUCING JO
Hi I’m Jo and I’m the Parent Rep for Portsmouth.
I live in Havant with my husband and two
daughters Megan and Connie who are five
and three. Megan has an undiagnosed
neurological condition.

I can’t remember how we found SWAN UK but I do
remember that it was a relief to find a place where
other people were having similar experiences and
also where you could access the latest information
on genetics and genetic testing.

Megan developed seemingly normally until around 15
months old, when I began to notice that things weren’t
quite right. Within a couple of months she had stopped
making speech sounds completely and I had also noticed
she tilted her head to the side when she walked and
frequently fell. Although she hadn’t been walking or
talking for long there was definitely a decline in her skills.
I spoke to one of the GPs at our surgery who referred us to
our local hospital.

I decided to become a SWAN UK Parent Rep after
attending an information day in Southampton in February
last year. The most valuable thing for me was that after
attending I knew how to explain to others what it meant
when I told them my child was undiagnosed and I could
explain to them why some conditions are so difficult
to diagnose. I wanted to be able to help share that
understanding as widely as possible.

Megan and Connie

I have lived and worked in and around Portsmouth most
of my adult life, since I came here to university in the late
1990s. I’ve also worked with children with disabilities for
most of my career. After attending the information day in
Southampton I was really keen to ensure that families of
undiagnosed children in Portsmouth, and the professionals
who work with them, had access to the most up to date
information, which will ultimately give them the prospect
of receiving the best possible care and support.

They have looked after Megan very well and
she has had lots of tests such as MRIs, EEGs and
genetic tests, but four years on we are no nearer
to understanding what causes her difficulties.
In the early stages several potential diagnoses were
suggested such as Rett Syndrome, Landau Kleffner
Syndrome and Autism. However, none of these fit the way
that Megan’s condition has developed.
In January 2017 we enrolled in the 100,000 Genomes
Project and we are still hopeful for a diagnosis at some
point in the future.
At the beginning of our journey the worst thing about
being undiagnosed was not knowing how Megan’s
condition would progress. You know that only time will
tell, but you also know it’s important to live in the now
and enjoy your child as they are. That feeling in itself
can be challenging at times. I’ve always found that when
things get too much the best thing for me is to take the
girls somewhere special to us, like the zoo or the beach,
and just enjoy being together. As Megan has got older we
are thankful that although she has many difficulties, her
condition hasn’t developed to be as severe as her early
symptoms may have suggested. She is able to attend
a mainstream school that she loves, where she is well
supported and has made friends.
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Jo Wright, Parent Rep for Portsmouth

Being a SWAN UK Parent Rep is a varied role and slightly
different for every rep depending on where you live
and what interests you. Since joining the team I have
attended the annual Parent Rep workshop, written for the
website, helped with the schools pack for Undiagnosed
Children’s Day and held a stand at Portsmouth Local Offer
Live, among many other things. We have lots of exciting
things to come in the Portsmouth area including our own
information day, and more meetups for families, both of
which I’m looking forward to as I’m really keen to get to
know more SWAN UK families in the area.
If you’d like to get in touch with Jo email:
portsmouth@undiagnosed.org.uk or find her on
Facebook: bit.ly/parentrepjowright.

DADS’ SUMMIT 2019
Hi I’m Paul, Parent Rep for dads. Last month we had
our second dads’ summit where we saw some old
faces but also met some new ones.
We did a good five hours of conferencing, talking about
where we think the dads’ group should go next, about
genetics, about our families and kids. I’d fully intended to
do some kind of conference ice-breaker game, but literally
as soon as everyone got to talk about what was going
on in their lives, it all came pouring out. No ice-breaker
needed. The talking, like last year, went on way into the
night, almost like we had a full year’s worth of pent up
stuff to get out there. This year, there may have been
singing too (it was St Patrick’s Day.) It was a privilege to
SWAN UK dads
hang out with all the guys and I’d like to say a big thank
you to all the families and SWAN UK for facilitating it.
If you would like to join SWAN UK or have any
Same again next year?
questions email me: dads@undiagnosed.org.uk.

NEWS FROM SCOTLAND
Hi I’m Natalie, Genetic Alliance UK’s Policy and
Engagement Manager for Scotland and I’m
excited to let you know that we have launched
Rare Resources: Scotland!
The Rare Resources Toolkit
The toolkit contains a wide range of general information
on genetic, rare and undiagnosed conditions as well
as information on how to access reliable information,
care and support in Scotland. It was developed in
collaboration with patients and families affected by rare
diseases, and includes the following sections:
–– Genetic, rare and undiagnosed conditions explained.
–– The journey to diagnosis.
–– Using the NHS in Scotland.
–– Support and information for parents and carers.
–– Support and information for your child.
–– Information directory detailing support services.
available in Scotland.
–– Professionals’ guide.
–– Families’ guide.
For more information on Rare Resources:
Scotland visit: bit.ly/scotlandrr or email Natalie:
natalie.frankish@geneticalliance.org.uk.

Informing the future of genomic medicine in Scotland
The Scottish Science Advisory Council (SSAC) have
published a report called ‘Informing the future of
genomic medicine in Scotland’. The report explains the
transformative role genomics is playing in healthcare
and outlines a series of recommendations to ensure the
continued development of genomic medicine in Scotland.
Their recommendations include:
–– The Scottish Government should convene a Scotlandwide Leadership Group to advise how best to support
the development of Genomic Medicine in Scotland.
–– NHS Scotland should quickly evaluate genetic testing
processes and build them into clinical pathways.
–– The Scottish Government, working with research
funders, industry, enterprise agencies and higher
education providers, should consider how best
to support genomic research and innovation in
Scotland, including patient and public involvement
and engagement.
Click here to read the SSAC short report:
bit.ly/sseshortreport.
You can also download the
full report here: bit.ly/ssefullreport.
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INTRODUCING IZZY
Hi everyone, my name is Izzy and I am the new
Communications and Support Officer for SWAN UK.
Last summer I finished my master’s degree in
Anthropology at the University of Amsterdam. I then
moved to London and worked at a renewable energy
company for a few months before joining the SWAN UK
team. I started working at SWAN UK back at the beginning
of March, but I’ve been busy getting to grips with
everything behind the scenes which is why I’m only just
introducing myself to you guys!
What most appealed to you about this role?
Working for SWAN UK appealed to me as I have grown up
with an undiagnosed sister. I am the second oldest of four
girls and one of my younger sisters has a unique genetic
mutation. Her genetic condition was not diagnosed until
she was 10 years old and I’ve grown up watching my
parents struggle to access the information and support
that she needed, even after the diagnosis was received.
So, when the opportunity came along to work for SWAN
UK and help support families in the kinds of situations
that I had grown up experiencing, I had to go for it!
Can you tell us a bit about what your role involves?
My role at SWAN UK involves a little bit of everything! At
the moment I’m busy helping coordinate lots of events
for Undiagnosed Children’s Day as well as creating lots of
social media content to raise awareness of SWAN UK and
Undiagnosed Children’s Day. I’m going to be running most
of the SWAN UK social media accounts, and I’m looking
forward to speaking to lots of you online through them!

Izzy

different at the same time. My family’s experiences with
my sister have shown me how important it is that people
have access to the right information and support and
can get to know other people in similar positions who
just ‘get it’.
Are there any particular communications platforms
that you’re looking forward to learning?
I love Instagram and taking and editing photos, so
I’m hoping to make the SWAN UK Instagram page a bit
more engaging.

Where in the UK do you most want to visit in your role?
Obviously I’m looking forward to visiting SWAN UK
communities everywhere! But I am particularly looking
forward to visiting Bristol – I spent three happy years at
I’ve also been running some SWAN UK information stands university there and love the city, so I’m always looking
and have been in touch with our Parent Reps to make sure for an excuse to go back.
that they have all the help and resources that they need to
run their events. So far I’ve also managed to attend a few What gets you through the day at work?
Looking through our Facebook groups and seeing all of
events that SWAN UK Parent Reps have been speaking
the fab pictures you’ve shared - it’s definitely hard not to
at – these have been really inspiring and such a good
get distracted!
introduction into the world of SWAN UK.
Tell us an interesting fact about yourself.
What are you looking forward to most about your
When I was younger I used to have some interesting pets,
new role?
I’m really looking forward to getting to know more of the including hermit crabs, Giant African Land Snails, and two
SWAN UK families, whether that’s through chatting in the newts that I named Fred and George after the twins in
Harry Potter.
Facebook groups or by going along to SWAN UK events.
I can’t wait to meet as many children, young adults,
brothers, sisters, mums and dads as I can!

What do you like most about communicating with and
supporting families?
It’s great to get to know lots of the SWAN UK families’
stories and learn how everyone’s experiences of
undiagnosed genetic conditions are similar and yet so
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What can’t you live without?
I grew up in South Devon, so I think I would have to
say the beach, especially if the sun is out and it’s warm
enough to go swimming!
Get in touch by messaging me on my SWAN UK
Facebook account: bit.ly/izzyrundle or email me:
isabel.rundle@undiagnosed.org.uk.

UNDIAGNOSED CHILDREN’S DAY
2019 #ROARSOME
On Friday 26 April we will be celebrating our
seventh annual nationwide awareness day,
Undiagnosed Children’s Day. Our theme this year is
lions and we will be focusing on the bravery shown
by children, young adults and siblings affected by
undiagnosed genetic conditions.
Being undiagnosed affects the whole family and we
want to communicate the pride that family members
feel for their children and celebrate their resilience. We
also want to show how families affected by undiagnosed
genetic conditions come together and support each other
through the challenges they face on a daily basis.
Children, young adults and their families affected by
undiagnosed genetic conditions are brave every day, just
like lions. This year we are asking you help us make the
loudest roar to celebrate these families and the pride that
their children bring.

SWAN UK families with their lion masks

Children and young adults affected by undiagnosed
genetic conditions (along with their siblings) show
their courage on a daily basis – just like lions, they are
truly brave.
–– These acts of bravery can be ‘everyday’ tasks to
other children, but for undiagnosed children are big
achievements. E.g. Learning a new skill, managing to
do something for the first time or just never giving up
trying.
–– It can sometimes be the smallest things that require
courage and strength.
–– The number of appointments, hospital admissions,
operations and therapies mean that these children go
through more than most adults would cope with. Just
like lions they face these challenges with courage,
resilience, and strength.

Lion pizza

Having an undiagnosed genetic condition affects the
whole family, which is why these families demonstrate
fierce loyalty and protection, just like what you find in
a pride of lions.
–– Families living with undiagnosed genetic conditions
have to take care of each other through difficult
times. Just like lions, they stick together and tackle
problems as a group.
–– Children often have many hospital appointments
and procedures, which their families have to support
them through. The wider family often also play a role
such as helping out with childcare for siblings.
–– They have to cope with new medications/treatments.
It takes hours of therapy, dedication and patience to
attempt new activities.
The SWAN UK network is one large community, one
large family, one large pride – support these fierce
families for Undiagnosed Children’s Day. Show us how
brave you are and raise money today.
–– What will you do to support all the courageous
children and young adults affected by undiagnosed
genetic conditions?
–– Do something brave this Undiagnosed Children’s
Day. Help SWAN UK to celebrate and support these
#roarsome children!
–– Be fearless this Undiagnosed Children’s Day and take
on a challenge to raise money for SWAN UK.
Show us what you’re made of this Undiagnosed
Children’s Day and get sponsored to do something
brave and #ROARsome to support these courageous
families.
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UNDIAGNOSED CHILDREN’S DAY:
HOW FAMILIES CAN TAKE PART
There are lots of ways families of children affected We’ll also be looking to spread the word during our
weekly Twitter Takeovers in April so if you’d like to
by undiagnosed genetic conditions can get
help let us know.
involved - you can share our messages on social
media, share your lion images with us, share your
story, take part in media work, hold an information
stand, fundraise or donate.
Social media
Share your quotes with us for us to use on social media.
Let us know:
–– What makes your undiagnosed child and their
sibling/s fierce like a lion?
–– How does your child show courage on a daily basis?
What daily things does your child go through or what
challenges do they try to overcome?
–– How have you had to show resilience as a family
as a result of having a child with an undiagnosed
condition?
–– What impact has having an undiagnosed child had
on your family and how have you come together as a
family?
–– Why does your undiagnosed child and sibling/s give
you a sense of pride?
–– How has SWAN UK given you courage in your
everyday life? Maybe being a member has given
you more confidence to push for your child’s needs
to be met and for the support you need/ talk to
professionals or your friends and family about what
it means to have a child with an undiagnosed genetic
condition? Has it enabled you to step out of your
comfort zone by doing something you haven’t done
before such as going on one of our family events,
making new friends, helping to hold an information
stand or sharing your story?
–– When you tweet about Undiagnosed Children’s Day
on 26 April, use the hashtag #ROARsome and tell us
why your child and/or their sibling(s) is #ROARsome.
–– Dress as lions and share a video of your best roar.
–– Retweet and share our social media posts.
Email your quotes and photos now to:
intern@undiagnosed.org.uk.
Volunteer for a Twitter Takeover
On Undiagnosed Children’s Day we will have hour long
Twitter Takeovers led by SWAN UK members from 8am
to 11pm. You don’t need to be a Twitter expert to get
involved – we will support you.
If you’re interested email: intern@undiagnosed.org.uk.
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Images
We’ll have an overlay image of a lion so you can change
your profile picture and a thunderclap so that you can
easily share our message across social media.
Share an image of your children dressed as a lion and
tell us why they are: #ROARsome.
We’ll also be providing lion masks for you to download so
you can share your photos.
If you are happy for us to make your photos and
quotes into infographics please email them to:
intern@undiagnosed.org.uk or post them on the
Facebook post that we put up.
Share your story
We want to hear from as many people as possible so that
we can share your stories on our website and social media
and, if you are happy, with the media too. We’d love to
hear about your journey and what makes your child brave
like a lion, as well as how having an undiagnosed genetic
condition impacts on the whole family. We can support
you with this and send you a Q&A if you would like.
Sign up to be a press volunteer and approach your
local press
Let us know your name, where you’re from and what
media you’d be happy to do e.g. local or national press
and print, radio or TV. We can then get in touch with you
if we have any opportunities. We’d also encourage you to
approach your local press with your story and information
about Undiagnosed Children’s Day. Contact us and we can
support you to get in touch.
Hold an information stand
Help us spread the word about SWAN UK by holding
a stand in your area such as at your local hospital this
Undiagnosed Children’s Day. We can give you all the
resources you need.

HOW TO FUNDRAISE
We have some brilliant fundraising activities and
ideas for this year’s Undiagnosed Children’s Day:
Get sponsored for doing something brave
Take up a challenge whether it’s skydiving, holding a
tarantula, climbing a mountain or learning a new skill,
and get sponsored to put yourself out of your comfort
zone and raise money. Email Amy for your sponsorship
form: fundraising@undiagnosed.org.uk.
Host your own fundraiser
Whether you want to host a bake sale, coffee morning,
or movie night we can kit you out with everything you
need. Look the part and claim your free T-shirt today by
emailing: fundraising@undiagnosed.org.uk. We can also
send balloons, wristbands, collection tins and stickers.
Visit our online shop to order your free collection tin
for your fundraiser this Undiagnosed Children’s Day:
undiagnosed.org.uk/shop.
Join our virtual marathon
Walk, run, skip or jump 26 miles during April and
receive a certificate and a meda. Email: fundraising@
undiagnosed.org.uk to find out how to pay your £8
entry fee and get the form to track your runs – maybe
you could also get sponsored for them? We know that
families last year had lots of fun. To find out about one
family’s experience of taking part last year click here:
undiagnosed.org.uk/news-event/a-marathon-in-amonth.

Join our readathon
Read as many lion themed books during April as you can
and get people to sponsor you £1 or £2 per book. We have
a great lion themed suggested reading list for all reading
abilities and ages. Click here: bit.ly/UCDreadathon.
Get your workplace fundraising
Ask your company if they’ll host a bake sale or coffee
morning to raise funds for SWAN UK. You can also ask
about nominating SWAN UK for their Charity of the Year.
We are happy to help with any application process.
Calling all schools
We are looking for primary schools that would like to get
involved. We can provide information about undiagnosed
genetic conditions, support parents or siblings to hold
a school assembly and we have a fundraising pack to
send out that is full of activities for children and ideas of
how to raise money for SWAN UK. We’d love to see all the
children dressed up as lions for the day or perhaps your
child’s school could hold a non-uniform day with children
wearing lion mask and bringing in a £1 donation. We can
provide masks and help the school to organise the day! If
you are a teacher or a parent whose child’s school would
like to be involved, please email us for more details.
Keep in touch so we can help you, we want to be
able to celebrate your fundraising and send you a
certificate to thank you for your efforts. We love to
receive and share your photos too.

DONATE
SWAN UK website
You can make a one off donation or set up a
regular direct debit. Visit: undiagnosed.org.uk

SWAN UK Shop
Purchase a hoodie, t-shirt, tote bag or running
vest to show your support for SWAN UK.

Facebook donate
You can click the donate button on our
Facebook page and donate by card or PayPal.
You can also add a donate button to any
posts you share on Facebook: facebook.com/
SWANchildrenuk

Set up a JustGiving page
This is an easy way to share your challenge with
your family, friends and colleagues and collect
donations all in one place.

Facebook fundraiser
Celebrate your birthday or a special occasion
by setting up a Facebook fundraiser. Click
‘fundraisers’ and the ‘raise money’ button.

Help us make the loudest roar to raise
awareness of undiagnosed genetic conditions
and enable SWAN UK to continue supporting
these courageous families.
Download an Undiagnosed Children's Day
fundraising pack here: bit.ly/UCDgetinvolved
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SWAN UK (syndromes without a name) is a support
network run by Genetic Alliance UK offering information
and support to families of children and young adults with
undiagnosed genetic conditions.
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working to improve the lives
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working with the rare disease community
and the UK’s health departments to
effectively implement the UK Strategy for
Rare Diseases.
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